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Kluskens Meubelcreaties manufactures a 
high-quality collection of solid wooden 
tables, chairs and cabinets. Our furniture 
is both attractive and functional, made 
with love and an eye for detail and is the 
proud result of old-fashioned Dutch 
craftsmanship. 

Solid wood is a warm and honest material, 
which brings tranquillity to our hectic daily 
lives. With its weight and density, it is a 
source of strength and energy. Our tables 
invite communication and collaboration, 
providing a place to eat together and a 
natural place to work.

Work with quality.  Live with quality.
 

Our story
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Kem 969 Grace

Yale Cabinet
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Kem 858 Savannah

Kem 595 Chair

Kem 850 Pinto
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Kem 858 Savannah

Kem 849 Flynt

Yale Sideboard
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Sustainability

We use the very best renewable 
materials that nature has to offer and 
treat them with respect and attention. 
Our products are made from the most 
popular types of wood: European oak, 
beech, walnut and cherry. 

Working with solid wood, we create 
sustainable furniture of exceptional 
quality that will last for centuries.
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Kem 983 Mistral

Yale Highboard

Kem 849 Flynt
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Kem 704 Frame

Yale Highboard

Kem 704 Frame
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Kem 983 Mistral Kem 837 Air

Kem 782 LentiKem 704 Frame
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The whole production process from 
sawing and seasoning the wood to 
finishing the end product takes place 
in our own factory in Nederweert. 
Stainless steel is also processed 
at our own workplace by skilled 
craftsmen.  In this way we are able to 
guarantee the outstanding quality of 
all our creations.

Craftsmanship since 1974
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Kem 967 Wave
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Kem 985 Eau Rouge

Yale Sideboard

Kem 961 Bora
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Kem 985 Eau Rouge

Brioni Sideboard Kem 820 Edge

Kem 753 Slim
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Quality

Our employees combine strong 
woodworking competence with 
passion for what they do. They work 
with a variety of state-of-the-art 
machines and advanced production 
methods, choosing the most suitable 
technique for each unique project.
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Kem 844 Storm
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Kem 847 Portofino

Kem 850 Pinto 
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Kem 844 Storm

Air Sideboard

Kem 804 Veneto

Kem 837 Air

Kem 556 Chair
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We pay attention to your needs as our 
customer.  Our extensive collection of 
furniture is renowned for its wide range 
of dimensions and colour finishes. 
All our models can be easily modified 
according to your requirements.

Custom-made design
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Wood & Finishings

362 CBM olive dull matt varnished

Light grey matt varnished 

Plain varnished dull matt

311 CBM oil 

Grey oil 

281 CBM matt varnished 

White oil 

Cream colour soft touch varnished 

Oak

The types of wood available 
as standard are oak, walnut, 
cherry and beech. Ask for a more 
complete list from your dealer or 
in one of our showrooms.
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Wengé dull matt varnished 

Wengé light dull matt varnished 

Oil black 

Silver dull matt varnished

Dark grey dull matt varnished 

Peat dull matt varnished 

Walnut soft touch matt varnished

Walnut oil 

WalnutOak

Brushed oak & Wengé dark dull 
matt varnished
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Kluskens Meubelcreaties
Pannenweg 127, 6031 RK
P.O. Box 2733, 6030 AA
Nederweert
THE NETHERLANDS
 
 + 31 (0)495-626405
info@kluskens.nl 
www.kluskens.nl

Our thanks to: 

Heidi Willems
purestyling.nl
Zebra fotostudio
Hofman Dujardin Architects
Anastasia Kubrak

Contact




